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that the dreams of our fathers and forefathers will come true, that the
body of Poland torn in pieces a hundred and fifty years ago will join
together, and that the frontiers that now separate the Polish nation will
disappear. The blood shed by Poland's sons in the common fight against
Germany will at the same time be a sacrifice on the altar of resurrected
Poland.
national democrat party
polish progressive party
realist politics party
polish progressive union
DMOWSKl'S SUCCESS
What a triumph for the policy of Dmowski! The manifesto
expressly promised self-government to the Poles within the
framework of the Russian Empire, with the free practice of their
religion—Roman Catholicism, not Russian Orthodoxy—and their
own language, which had so long been proscribed. The Realists,
who had hitherto been opposed to the National Democrats, now
associated themselves with them, as did the two other parties of
the Right in Russian Poland. The proclamation went far beyond
their expectations, and far beyond anything suggested to the Poles
in the proclamations of the Austro-German High Command after
the outbreak of the War and on the penetration of Russian Poland
by some of their troops. The effect intended was produced; most
of the Russian Poles lined up under the Russian flag.
Russian Poles were now told to place no reliance on the promises
made by the High Command of the enemy respecting great
privileges and liberties in the future. They were also told, how-
ever, to discredit Polish organizations in the enemy country:
"Everybody," said the Gazeta Wanzawska, "who affirms that
Austria, with the help of Germany, wants to reconstruct a Free
Poland is simply a blind dreamer." By that time it was known in
Warsaw that Pilsudski with his first legionaries was in Kielce,
and later that the Supreme National Committee had been formed
at Cracow. A voice was heard here and there in Russian Poland
bewailing the divergences of view among the Poles, and urging
them to unity. Thus the Kurjer Poranny (Morning Courier) said
on August 25,1914: "The Polish family must endeavour to attain
unity of opinion on the most important questions of the future of

